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Well, here we are in our last quarter of 2017. Although many areas
had a slow beginning due to high water, the year looks to be going out
with a bang!
I know no one is thinking right now about upcoming holidays, but it
may be a great time to purchase our latest book, Winter on a Dry Fly.
Although this quarter is great dry fly fishing, it may also be a time for
reading and upping your dry fly fishing skills.
Here is an email we just received right before printing this newsletter.
We just couldn’t pass it up without sharing with all of you:
“Guys, I have been drinking your dry winter brew - some great subtle
points. I got out today and dedicated the day to your book, Winter on a Dry
Fly, making all my plans and decisions based the Chapter 9 “Strategies and
Tactics.”. I knew the wind was going to rip out of the NW so I looked at a
map of the river and picked two locations that might buffer the wind.
Fishermen were podded up in both locations so I stuck with the theme by
tucking under the brush around a location that gets pounded all day, every
day, and that is where the fish were hiding. After a small hailstorm, small
BWOs got going. During the peak I had a pod of big fish in front of me. I
recognized immediately, from your book, a fish that came to the surface like
a piranha—swimming in circles, eating like a dog at a picnic, then
disappearing. When the hatch waned, I moved to a tail out to find stragglers
eating scraps and there they were; an upside down cast from midriver to a
fish 2 feet from the bank put a 23-inch fish in the net. I nabbed a few more
by simply holding my cast, stalking, and hitting a few one-and-done fish on
the nose with the upside down approach. I finished on a rip-rap edge
thinking some fish would engage. At 5pm bigger
BWOs started appearing and so did the big rollers.
Despite whitecap ripping wind, Nate's preferred
condition, I stuck with it. Nate doesn't leave the
water for any reason other than Black Velvet, so I
used it to my advantage and scooped six 20+ inch
fish into the net. Great read and even better guide! “

Geoff

Boxes of the Quarter
The Miracle® Fall/Winter System: Six dozen super flies designed
for late fall and winter fishing placed in the small Umpqua Pro Guide
Series box.

Emerger-cy®: Eight dozen hatching and emerging patterns
arranged in the small Umpqua Pro Guide Series Box.

2018 Show Season Schedule
If you are in or near the locations below, plan to attend a show! We will have free presentations, tying
theater sessions, book-signing, and classes. Click on the venue name to take you to the website for more
information.
Note: As of this newsletter date, most sites are in their early stages and may not be fully
complete.

Date

Name

Location

January 5-7

The Fly Fishing Show

Denver, CO

January 12-13

Western Idaho Fly Fishing Expo

Boise, ID

January 12-21

The Fly Fishing Show

Marlborough, MA

January 26-28

The Fly Fishing Show

Edison, NJ

February 2-3

The Fly Fishing Show

Atlanta GA

February 17-18

The Fly Fishing Show

Lynnwood, WA

February 23-25

The Fly Fishing Show

Pleasanton, CA

March 9-10

NW Fly Tyer and Fly Fishing Expo

Albany, OR

August 9-11

Fly Fishers International

Boise, ID

October Tips & Bug Selections
October is an excellent time on a dry fly. Caddis are active, BWOs, midges,
mahoganies, hoppers, and sometimes pinks and PMDs. Depending on the
weather October is a prime month on a dry fly. “Searcher” fishing is in play with
hoppers, caddis, and any number of the searcher family. Fish know that winter
is coming and they have a tough time refusing bigger bugs because they know
once winter hits, it is all about small bugs. Never go to the river from now on
without small bugs. Hatch windows for BWOs could last up to 5 or 6 hours.
Midges could be on the water when you arrive and could be there all day.
October is a very fun month because you can “search” with a big bug and have
heads up with a small bug.
October Tip: Be sure to bring two rods in October. Rig a 5wt

with 5X tapered leader and tippet and tie on a “searching” bug to it
such as a #8 Bullethead Hopper or a #16 Black Searcher. Take a
4wt and do a straight 6X tapered leader and tippet then tie on a
hatching bug. MAKE SURE you rig both rods at the same time as
you want the 4wt stretched and ready to go by the time the hatch
rolls around. Don’t be that guy re-gearing and retooling during the
hatch. Pack two rods and be religious about it in October!
Black Colored Emerger #22 ,#20

BWO Colored Emerger #20

Blood Midge #22, #20

Hoagie Cripple Black #20

Hoagie Cripple PMD #18

PMD Hatching Emerger #20, #18

PMD No Hackle #18

October Bug Selections

BWO Twofer #22, #20

BWO Convertible #22, #20

Black Searcher #16

Emperor Caddis Black #20

BWO Single Upright Wing #22,
#20

Black/Olive Brown Caddidge #22

Green Tantalizer #18

Black Gold #16

BWO No Hackle #22, #20

BWO Comparadun #20

Emperor Caddis Olive Brown #18

Fall Caddis #10, #8

November Tips & Bug Selections
November is one of my all-time favorite month’s to dry fly fish. Before the 15th there are
two large size flies you can tie on before the hatch starts. By now caddis and everything
summer is gone, but a Black Searcher #16 and a Black Gold Stimulator #16 are still dynamic “searching” patterns in the first half of the month. BWO hatch windows could last 45 hours and it’s amazing the amount of big fish that come to the surface during a BWO
hatch. Midges will be flying around as well, so be covered for that as well. Now is when
fly fishing gets much more honed in with bugs and hatches. Gone are the days you encountered three mayfly hatches, caddis, salmonflies, goldens, and drakes. Now you are
faced with just two: A BWO and a midge. Suddenly there is a lot more room in your vest
because you aren’t packing 10 boxes to fish in a single day.
November Tip: One of the greatest “searching” mayflies we sell
at Dry Fly Innovations is a Comparadun. The fan wing gives this
fly a very stately look on the water and it looks big. We have been
“searching” with the BWO Comparadun #20 before the hatches
and it has produced a lot of fish before the hatch. Once the Black
Searcher #16 and Black Gold #16 stop being effective, the next
“searching” bug is the BWO Comparadun #20. If your river is
turning “midgy” and there are no heads, a #22 Caddidge works
very well for “searching” as well.
Black Colored Emerger #22 ,#20

White Shuck Black Emerger #22, #20

Black Hatching Emerger #20

Blood Midge #22, #20

Brown Hatching Emerger #20

BWO Colored Emerger #22, #20

BWO Hatching Emerger #20

November Bug Selections

Black/Olive Brown Caddidge #22

Hoagie BWO Cripple #20

BWO Convertible #22, #20

BWO Single Upright Wing #22, #20

Hoagie Spent Midge #22, #20

Poly Midge #24-#20

BWO No Hackle #22, #20

Black Searcher #16

Hoagie Cripple Black #20

BWO Comparadun #22, #20

BWO Twofer #22, #20

Black Gold #16

December Tip & Bug Selections
Take advantage of this month as a cold winter comes in January and
February. December is still a very generous month with hatches and
conditions. Depending on what kind of winter will determine the length
of the hatch windows. It is not uncommon to have hatches last 3-4
hours especially in the early part of the month. There is no real reason
to hurry to the river now as “searcher” fishing becomes a little more
difficult. It’s not that you can’t, but fish need a trigger to come to the
surface and that is abundance of bugs. Midges are very active in
December so there is always the possibility of midge hatches at any
point. Make sure you are packing emergers. When you have to cover
only two possible hatches, you want to make sure you gear
appropriately for each of the hatch phases. Fish can turn finicky at any
point in the winter so gearing for emergers is very crucial to owning the
hatches.

Black Colored Emerger #22, #20

December Tip:

The two hatches in December are BWOs and midges. There are four
hatch phases of each and you will want to own all of the phases. Here are the phases for BWOs:
Emerger (BWO Colored Emerger)
Hatching Emerger (Hoagie Cripple or BWO Hatching Emerger)
Adult (BWO Convertible, Comparadun, Single Upright Wing, Twofer)
Spent Spinner (BWO Spinner or Convertible)
Phases of the Midge are:
Emerger (Blood Midge or Black Colored Emerger)
Hatching (Hoagie Cripple Black or Black Hatching Emerger)
Adult (Caddidge, or Poly Midge)
Spent Spinner (Hoagie Spent Midge)
If you owned all of the phases of each of the two bugs (midge and BWO) you would be covered for
whatever the fish wanted. It’s extremely tough to hook a fish with an adult when they are massively
consuming midges just under the meniscus. Own the hatch phases and OWN THE HATCH!

White Shuck Colored Emerger #22, #20

Hatching Black Emerger #20

Blood Midge #20

BWO Colored Emerger #22, #20

Mahogany Colored Emerger #20

Hatching Brown Emerger #20

Hatching BWO Emerger #20

December Bug Selections

Hoagie BWO Cripple #20

Hoagie Black Cripple #20

BWO Convertible #22, #20

BWO No Hackle #22, #20

BWO Spinner #20

Poly Midge #24-#20

Hoagie Spent Midge #22, #20

Caddidge #22

BWO Comparadun #22, #20

BWO Single Upright Wing #22, #20

Blood Cluster #22

BWO Twofer #22, #20

